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Skeleton Coast is Clive Cussler's fourth Oregon Files adventure, featuring captain Juan
Cabrillo. 1896: HMS Rove vanishes in a shocking storm off the African coast. Aboard is a
fortune in stolen diamonds... Present day: Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the covert super-ship
Oregon have just escaped a double-cross on the Congo River when they come to the aid of
Sloane Macintyre - looking for some long lost treasure. Sloane's story is strange and when
Juan checks it out, he finds that there's much more than just diamonds at stake on the African
coast. A deranged militant and his followers plan to unleash a devastating power that will kill
millions and cause worldwide havoc. Soon the Oregon is steaming to the rescue - but some
forces are so extreme that even a hero like Juan Cabrillo thinks twice before getting involved...
The number-one bestseller Clive Cussler, author of the thrilling Dirk Pitt novels Crescent Dawn
andAtlantis Found, and co-author Jack Du Brul tell a gripping story of treasure hunting and
treachery in the fourth novel of the adventure series The Oregon Files. Skeleton Coast follows
Sacred Stone and Dark Watch. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'The guy I read' Tom Clancy
Bestselling author Clive Cussler has kept readers on the edges of their seats for four decades
with his thrilling action novels. As well as the Oregon Files series there are also the NUMA
Files, the Dirk Pitt stories (which started it all), the Isaac Bell adventures and the Fargo series.
The other titles in the Oregon Files are: Golden Buddha, Sacred Stone, Dark Watch, Plague
Ship, Corsair, The Silent Sea andThe Jungle and are all available in Penguin paperback.
The Silent SeaA Novel of the Oregon FilesG.P. Putnam's Sons
Oceanic explorers Dirk Pitt and Al Giordino find intrigue, adventure, and peril while collecting
clues to the mysterious treasure of Xanadu, the famed capital of Kublai Khan’s empire. When
Dirk Pitt is nearly killed rescuing an oil survey team from a freak wave on Russia’s Lake
Baikal, it appears a simple act of nature. But when the survey team is abducted and Pitt’s
research vessel nearly sunk, it becomes clear this is no run of bad luck, but the influence of
something, or someone, more sinister. In fact, Pitt and the NUMA crew have inadvertently
stepped between a Mongolian tycoon and his plans to corner the global oil market, beginning
with covert negotiations in China. To ensure the deal goes through, this mysterious
businessman will encourage ever-escalating acts of sabotage and violence. Pitt and Giordino
soon learn the magnate’s fury and his power both stem from the same source: a dark secret
about Genghis Khan, the greatest conqueror the world has ever known. To Pitt and Giordino
the famed Khan’s empire is nearly the stuff of legend and his tomb a forgotten mystery. But
the Khan’s legacy is very real. And it’s the treasure of his grandson Kublai Khan that holds
the key to stopping this modern-day oil baron from restoring the conquests of his ancestors.
That is, if Pitt and Giordino get there first....
When NUMA team leader Kurt Austin finds his own memories of a dangerous mission aren't to
be trusted, he must follow a trail of mysterious disppearances to the truth in this novel in the #1
New York Times-bestselling series. After a narrow escape during a perilous rescue operation
to save the passengers and crew from a sinking yacht, Marine adventurer Kurt Austin awakens
with fragmented and conflicting memories. Did he see an old friend and her children drown, or
was the yacht abandoned when he came aboard? For reasons he cannot explain, Kurt doesn’t
trust either version of his recollection. Determined to know the fate of his friend, he begins to
search for answers, and soon finds himself descending into a shadowy world of statesponsored cybercrime, and uncovering a pattern of vanishing scientists, suspicious accidents,
and a web of human trafficking. With the help of fellow NUMA operative Joe Zavala, he takes
on the sinister organization at the heart of this web, facing off with them in locations ranging
from Monaco to North Korea to the rugged coasts of Madagascar. But where he will ultimately
end up even he could not begin to guess.
Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon are up against their smartest foe yet - but in their
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midst there is a traitor . . . After losing their contract with the US government because of a
daring raid too far, Cabrillo and his crew of mercenaries with a conscience are earning money
the hard way: doing dirty, dangerous little jobs in the world's trouble spots. Now they've
accepted a mission to find a missing adventurer deep in teh jungles of Myanmar. But it is not
long before Cabrillo and his team realise that they have been set up. Cabrillo - betrayed,
tortured and played for a fool - is angry that he's been used as a pawn in someone's deadly
scheme. But with the US nuclear launch codes up for grabs and a madman bent on using them
to hold millions of lives to ransom, he hasn't time to worry about revenge. He's got to save the
world first . . . 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail 'The guy I read' Tom Clancy Find out more
about the world of Clive Cussler by visiting clivecussler.co.uk
"Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon face their toughest challenge yet when a violent
bank heist during the Monaco Grand Prix decimates the Corporation's accounts. To get the
money back, Juan joins forces with an old friend from his days in the CIA so they can track
down a rogue hacker and a ruthless former Ukrainian naval officer. It is only after the hunt
begins that the enormity of the plan comes into focus: the bank theft is just the first step in a
plot that will result in the deaths of millions and bring the world's economies to a standstill. The
catalyst for the scheme? A stunning document stolen during Napoleon's disastrous invasion of
Russia. But two hundred years later, it may be the thing that brings Europe to its knees." -The world's oil supply is vanishing, the stock market is plummeting, and the key to saving the
future seems to be a baffling historical mystery. Can the NUMA crew crack it in time? Sea of
Greed is the suspenseful new NUMA Files novels from the #1 New York Times-bestselling
grand master of adventure. After an explosion in the Gulf of Mexico destroys three oil rigs
trying to revive a dying field, Kurt Austin and the NUMA Special Projects Team are tapped by
the President of the United States to find out what's gone wrong. The trail leads them to a
brilliant billionaire in the alternative energy field. Her goal is the end of the oil age; her company
has spent billions developing the worlds' most advanced fuel-cell systems. But is she an
environmental hero...or a rogue genetic engineer? The NUMA crew discovers that the oil fields
are infected with bacteria that are consuming the oil before it can be pumped out of the
earth--a bacteria originally lost decades ago when two submarines vanished in the
Mediterranean. With hired killers on his trail, can Kurt Austin locate a submarine that's
remained hidden for more than fifty years? And even if he can, can the biological terror that's
been unleashed be stopped?
Chairman Juan Cabrillo and the rest of the Corporation's mercenaries fight to stop a corrupt
activist group from unleashing a viral attack in this #1 New York Times-bestselling adventure
from the Oregon Files. Captained by the rakish, one-legged Juan Cabrillo and manned by a
crew of former military and spy personnel, the Oregon is a private enterprise, available for any
government agency that can afford it. They've just completed a top secret mission against Iran
in the Persian Gulf when they come across a cruise ship adrift at sea. Hundreds of bodies litter
its deck, and, as Cabrillo tries to determine what happened, explosions rack the length of the
ship. Barely able to escape with his own life and that of the liner’s sole survivor, Cabrillo finds
himself plunged into a mystery as intricate – and as perilous – as any he has ever known and
pitted against a cult with monstrously lethal plans for the human race . . . plans he may already
be too late to stop
Juan Cabrillo faces a global deadly threat in Clive Cussler's The Jungle. Juan Cabrillo and the
crew of the Oregon are up against their smartest foe yet - but in their midst there is a traitor . . .
After losing their contract with the US government because of a daring raid too far, Cabrillo and
his crew of mercenaries with a conscience are earning money the hard way: doing dirty,
dangerous little jobs in the world's trouble spots. Now they've accepted a mission deep to find
a missing adventurer deep in the jungles of Myanmar. But it is not long before Cabrillo and his
team realise that they have been set up. Cabrillo - betrayed, tortured and played for a fool - is
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angry that he's been used as a pawn in someone's deadly scheme. But with the US nuclear
launch codes up for grabs and a madman bent on using them to hold millions of lives to
ransom, he hasn't time to worry about revenge. He's got to save the world first . . . The numberone bestseller Clive Cussler, author of the thrilling Dirk Pitt novels Treasure of Khan andTrojan
Odyssey, and co-author Jack Du Brul tell a gripping story of adventure, treachery and betrayal
in the eighth Oregon Files novel. The Jungle is preceded by Corsair and The Silent Sea.
Praise for Clive Cussler: 'Frightening and full of suspense . . . unquestionably entertaining'
Daily Express 'All-action, narrow escapes and the kind of unrelenting plot tension that has won
Cussler hundreds of millions of fans worldwide' Observer
Juan Cabrillo and the Oregon crew return in Clive Cussler's "Dark Watch". A deadly band of
pirates is terrorizing the waters of the Far East - and the crew of the Oregon may be the only
people who can stop them...Juan Cabrillo and his expert team on the Oregon are used to
working dirty, dangerous jobs. While thwarting terrorist missiles, Cabrillo and the crew stumble
on pirates in the seas of China - men who are more concerned with destroying ships with their
Shock and Awe attacks than plundering their valuables.
Collects accounts of the underwater discoveries made by the author and his team of
volunteers dedicated to the exploration of historic wrecks, including the Lexington and the
Arkansas.
Marine explorer Dirk Pitt must rely on the nautical lore of Jules Verne to stop a ruthless oil
baron with his sights set on political power in this #1 New York Times-bestselling series. In the
middle of its maiden voyage, a luxury cruise ship using revolutionary new engines suddenly
catches fire and sinks. Its alarms stay silent; its sprinkler system remains inactive. Nearby
NUMA special projects director Dirk Pitt notices smoke and races to the rescue. He's too late
to save the engineer behind the ship's new technology, but helps the man's daughter, Kelly
Egan, escape with her father's work in a leather briefcase. While Ms. Egan strives to uncover
the hidden value in her father's inventions, Pitt is hired on by maritime insurers to investigate
the wreckage. Neither are prepared for the mechanical marvels they'll soon be forced to
confront. The machines could only be the stuff of legend, described in the tales of Viking
explorers or the accounts of Jules Verne. And they may be Pitt and Egan's only hope when an
oil tycoon with a plan of his own appears on the scene. Before journey's end, Pitt will take on a
power-mad millionaire, tread upon territory previously known only to Verne's illustrious Captain
Nemo, and make shocking discoveries about his own past.
A confrontation between a radical environmentalist group and a Danish cruiser forces NUMA
Special Assignments Team leader Austin and colleague Joe Zavala to come to the rescue of a
ship of trapped men. Reprint.
The husband-and-wife treasure-hunting team of Sam and Remi Fargo return in a new
adventure as they search for an ancient scroll--which carries a deadly curse--in this thrilling
addition to Clive Cussler's bestselling series. In 533 A.D., the last Vandal ruler in North Africa
consults an oracle on how to defeat the invading Byzantine army. The oracle tells the king that
a high priestess cast a curse upon the Vandal Kingdom after a sacred scroll was stolen. In
order to lift the curse, the scroll must be returned to its rightful home. But the kingdom falls
before the scroll is found, leaving its location a great mystery. . . until a current day
archeological dig, funded by Sam and Remi Fargo, uncovers some vital clues. The search for
the ancient scroll is put on hold when the Fargos learn that a shipment of supplies intended for
their charitable foundation's school has been stolen, and they travel to Nigeria to deliver new
supplies themselves. But their mission becomes infinitely more complicated when they run
afoul of a band of robbers. The group takes Remi and several students hostage, and there are
signs that the kidnapping is related to the missing scroll. The Fargos need all their skills to
save the lives of the young girls at the school before they uncover the hidden treasure. . . and
lift the deadly curse.
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Ex-CIA ship captain Juan Cabrillo leads the crew of the Oregon on a quest to save a
kidnapped politician in this adventure in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series. Corsairs
are pirates, and pirates come in many different varieties. There are the pirates who fought off
the Barbary Coast in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the contemporary
pirates who infest the waters of Africa and Asia, and the pirates...who look like something else.
When the U.S. secretary of state’s plane crashes while bringing her to a summit meeting in
Libya, the CIA, distrusting the Libyans, hire Juan Cabrillo to search for her, and their
misgivings are well founded. The crew locates the plane, but the secretary of state has
vanished. It turns out Libya’s new foreign minister has other plans for the conference, plans
that Cabrillo cannot let happen. But what does it all have to do with a two- hundred- year-old
naval battle and the centuries-old Islamic scrolls that the Libyans seem so determined to find?
The answers will lead him full circle into history, and into another pitched battle on the sea, this
time against Islamic terrorists, and with the fate of nations resting on its outcome.
Chairman of the Corporation Juan Cabrillo and his mercenary crew steer theOregon into battle
against a militant leader and his cult-like followers in this #1 New York Times-bestselling
series. Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the covert combat ship Oregon have barely escaped a
mission on the Congo River when they intercept a mayday from a defenseless boat under fire
off the African coast. Still smarting from a weapons-trade gone bad and a double-cross,
Cabrillo takes action. He manages to save the beautiful Sloane Macintyre, who's on a mission
of her own, looking for a long-submerged ship that may hold a fortune in diamonds. But what
surprises Cabrillo is her story about a crazy fisherman who claims to have been attacked on
the open sea by giant metal snakes in the same area. What begins as a snake hunt leads
Cabrillo onto the trail of a far more lethal quarry—a deranged militant and his followers who plan
to unleash the devastating power of nature itself against all who oppose them.
It is up to Juan Cabrillo and the crew of his ship, the Oregon, to stop a terrorist plot to release a
deadly chemical weapon across the globe in the explosive new novel in Clive Cussler's #1
New York Times bestselling series. While interrupting an attack on a Kuwaiti oil tanker, Juan
Cabrillo and his team discover something even more dangerous: a ruthless billionaire's dying
wish has allowed a paralyzing chemical to end up in the hands of a terrorist group. When an
Oregon crew member falls victim to the poison, Juan Cabrillo will stop at nothing to find an
antidote before it is too late. He and his team must connect an ancient mystery with a cunning
modern enemy in order to save millions of innocent lives, including their own.
Clive Cussler's astounding Devil's Gate sees the return of Kurt Austin and the NUMA team.
Deep beneath the Eastern Atlantic Ocean lies an extraordinary underwater burial ground of
ships and planes . . . Nearby, a Japanese cargo ship blows up without warning. Racing to help,
Kurt Austin and the NUMA team are beaten to the scene by heavily armed pirates. But when
the ruthless gang's own boat explodes as they're making their escape, the men from NUMA
are suddenly plunged from a disaster into a mystery. Soon they uncover a scheme involving
the deadly ambitions of an African dictator, the creation of a weapon of terrible power, a
kidnapped CERN scientist and a deep-water graveyard holding a lost aircraft and its precious
cargo. As a terrifying and audacious plan to bring the world's major nations to their knees is set
in motion, only Kurt Austin - the right man, in the right place, at the right time - can stop it . . .
With Devil's Gate, UK number one bestseller Clive Cussler shows us once more why he is the
grand master of adventure fiction. The ninth book in Clive Cussler's bestselling NUMA Files
series, Devils's Gate is a novel that will have readers gripped right to the last page. Kurt Austin,
hero of previous titles Medusa and The Navigator, must avert a disaster of global proportions.
Praise for Clive Cussler: 'The guy I read' Tom Clancy 'The Adventure King' Sunday Express
'Nobody does it better . . . nobody!' Stephen Coonts

In the first novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Oregon Files series,
Chairman Juan Cabrillo and his crew are hired by the US government to free
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Tibet from Chinese control... The Corporation, a group of highly intelligent and
skilled mercenaries, under the leadership of Juan Cabrillo, board a brand new
ship. It's a state-of-the-art seagoing marvel with unthinkable technology at its
disposal. And it's designed to look like a rusty old lumber hauler. But if Cabrillo
and his team plan to make this spy ship their new headquarters, their first
mission had better be a success. With the secret backing of the US government,
Cabrillo sets out to put Tibet back in the hands of the Dalai Lama by striking a
deal with the Russians and the Chinese. His main negotiating chip is knowledge
of a golden Buddha containing records of vast oil reserves in the disputed land.
But first, he'll have to locate—and steal—the all-important artifact. And there are
certain people who would do anything in their power to see him fail...
Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the "Oregon" sail into a perfect storm of danger to
try to stop a new world war, in a thrilling suspense novel from #1 "New York
Times"-bestselling grand master of adventure Cussler. Tall Premium Edition.P.
Putnam's Sons.
Cabrillo, chasing the remnants of a crashed satellite in the Argentine jungle,
stumbles upon a shocking revelation that leads him in search of an ancient
Chinese expedition--and a curse that seems to have survived for more than five
hundred years.
Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon find themselves exposed when a
brilliant scientist blows their cover in the #1 New York Times–bestselling series
by the grand master of adventure. In 1902, the volcano Mt. Pelée erupts on the
island of Martinique, wiping out an entire city of thirty thousand—and sinking a
ship carrying a German scientist on the verge of an astonishing breakthrough.
More than a century later, Juan Cabrillo will have to deal with that scientist’s
legacy. During a covert operation, Cabrillo and the crew meticulously fake the
sinking of the Oregon—but when an unknown adversary tracks them down despite
their planning and attempts to assassinate them, Cabrillo and his team struggle
to fight back against an enemy who seems to be able to anticipate their every
move. They discover that a traitorous American weapons designer has
completed the German scientist’s work, and now wields extraordinary power,
sending the Oregonon a race against time to stop an attack that could lead to
one man ruling over the largest empire the world has ever known.
October 1943. A U.S Navy warship vanishes at sea off the coast of Philadelphia.
Its disappearance was rumoured to have been a result of a classified military
experiment into the effects of electromagnetic radiation. The story has long since
been considered a hoax. But Juan Cabrillo and his colleagues aboard the top
secret spy ship Oregonaren't convinced. Now, a powerful new weapon is for sale
- one linked to genius inventor Nikola Tesla, who was working with the Navy
when he died in 1943. Was he responsible for the original Philadelphia
experiment? Are his notes in the hands of enemies? As Cabrillo and his crew
race to unearth the truth, they discovers that the stakes are dangerously high.
And that it may already be too late . . . Offering an irresistible combination of
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breakneck pace and audacious plotting that Clive Cussler has made his own,
Mirageis state-of-the-art action adventure from the master of the art. Praise for
Clive Cussler 'Cussler is hard to beat.' Daily Mail 'The Adventure King.' Sunday
Express 'Clive Cussler is the guy I read.' Tom Clancy
Husband-and-wife treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo run afoul of a
dangerous dictator in this adventure in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series.
While scuba diving in Tanzania, Sam and Remi Fargo come upon a relic
belonging to a long-lost Confederate ship. An anomaly about the relic sets them
off chasing a mystery—but unknown to them, a much more powerful force is
engaged in the same chase. Mexico’s ruling party, the ultranationalist Mexica
Tenochca, is intent on finding that artifact as well, because it contains a secret
that could destroy the party utterly. Through Tanzania and Zanzibar, into the
rainforests of Madagascar, and across the Indian Ocean to Indonesia and the
legendary site of the 1883 Krakatoa explosion, the Fargos and their ruthless
opponents pursue the hunt—but only one can win. And the penalty for failure is
death.
The Kingdom is Clive Cussler's third Fargo Adventure. Whether it's lost treasure
or missing persons, the Fargos find themselves in a heap of trouble every time . .
. When Texas oil baron Charlie King contacts Sam and Remi Fargo he has an
unusual request. He hired an investigator - and good friend of the pair - to locate
his missing father in the Far East. But now the investigator has vanished. Would
Sam and Remi be willing to look for them both? Though something about the
request doesn't quite add up, Sam and Remi agree to help out. It's a journey that
takes the Fargos to Tibet, Nepal, Bulgaria, India, and China. They get mixed up
with black-market fossils, a centuries-old puzzle chest, the ancient Nepali
kingdom of Mustang, a balloon aircraft from a century before its time . . . and an
extraordinary skeleton that might turn the history of human evolution on its head.
Oh, and not a few unfriendly people with guns and itchy trigger fingers . . . Clive
Cussler, author of the celebrated Dirk Pitt novels Treasure of Khan and Valhalla
Rising, presents the third novel in his newest series, following the adventures of
treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo. The Kingdom follows Spartan Gold and
Lost Empire. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail 'Cussler
is the guy I read' Tom Clancy
CUSSLER/SACRED STONE
Juan Cabrillo and the Oregon crew return in Clive Cussler's Dark Watch. A
deadly band of pirates is terrorizing the waters of the Far East - and the crew of
the Oregon may be the only people who can stop them... Juan Cabrillo and his
expert team on the Oregon are used to working dirty, dangerous jobs. While
thwarting terrorist missiles, Cabrillo and the crew stumble on pirates in the seas
of China - men who are more concerned with destroying ships with their Shock
and Awe attacks than plundering their valuables. When the team grows
desperate for all the information they can get, one of Juan's best men risks
everything to get closer to the truth. Soon, the Oregon team will discover that the
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pirates are hiding a much more deadly power: an international conspiracy of
slavery that will rock the very foundations of the world banks. Millions of dollars
and thousands of lives are at stake - and Juan Cabrillo is their only hope... Praise
for Clive Cussler: 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail
An investigation into a 1943 mission during which a U.S. destroyer vanished after it was
deliberately sent into an obscured field of electromagnetic radiation finds Juan Cabrillo and the
crew of the Oregon uncovering disturbing evidence of a dangerous super-weapon.
Clive Cussler's bestselling Serpent will now be published in our popular premium format with
an exciting new cover.
When an enzyme capable of prolonging life is discovered deep beneath the North Atlantic,
NUMA Special Assignments Team leader Kurt Austin and his colleague, Joe Zavala,
investigate a killer who is targeting the enzyme's harvesters and researchers. Reprint.
Everywhere, waters are rising--and that's just the beginning of the world's peril unless the
NUMA crew can beat the clock in this thrilling #1 New York Times-bestseller from the grand
master of adventure. An alarming rise in the world's sea levels--much larger than could be
accounted for by glacier melt--sends Kurt Austin, Joe Zavala, and the rest of the NUMA
scientific team rocketing around the globe in search of answers. What they find at the bottom
of the East China Sea, however, is even worse than they imagined: a diabolical plan to upset
the Pacific balance of power--and in the process displace as many as a billion people. A rare
alloy unlike anything else on earth, a pair of five-hundred-year-old Japanese talismans, an
assassin so violent even the Yakuza has disowned him, an audacious technological
breakthrough that will become a very personal nightmare for Kurt Austin - from the shark-filled
waters of Asia to the high-tech streets of Tokyo to a forbidden secret island, the NUMA team
must risk everything to head off the coming catastrophe.
When the CIA realizes the identities of three American spies in Brazil have been compromised,
they turn to Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon to rescue the agents. What seems a
routine operation turns out to be a trap designed by Juan Cabrillo's greatest enemy, a man
driven by hate to seek the ultimate revenge. At the heart of the plot is a state-of-the-art ship
that is identical to the Oregon: same weaponry, same technology, same ability to evade
capture. The only thing it doesn't have is Cabrillo and his talented crew. But will they be
enough to go up against the one ship that rivals their own? The crew of the Oregon must piece
together a series of disturbing events, including the mysterious sinking of a nuclear attack
submarine and the possible discovery of a WWII-era weapon that was thought to be lost in the
jungles of Brazil, in the ultimate game of cat and mouse.
Deep sea explorer and NUMA director Dirk Pitt encounters the last direct descendants of the
Ottoman dynasty as they prepair to incite a revolution in this novel in the #1 New York Timesbestselling series. In a.d. 327, a Roman galley with an extraordinary cargo barely escapes a
pirate attack. In 1916, a British warship mysteriously explodes in the middle of the North Sea.
In the present day, a cluster of important mosques in Turkey and Egypt are wracked by
explosions. What ties them all together? NUMA director Dirk Pitt and his team are about to find
out, as Roman artifacts discovered in Turkey and Israel unnervingly connect to the rise of a
fundamentalist movement determined to restore the glory of the Ottoman Empire. From
Washington to London to the treacherous shores of the Near East, dangerous men and
desperate acts fill their path, and at the end of it, the most dangerous thing of all: the rumored
existence of a mysterious “manifest,” lost long ago, which if discovered again could shed new
light on early Christianity and just might change the history of the world as we know it. Filled
with breathtaking suspense and extraordinary imagination, Crescent Dawn is further proof that
when it comes to adventure writing, nobody beats Clive Cussler.
Dirk Pitt—“oceanography’s answer to Indiana Jones”*—responds to a Mayday signal from a
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deserted ship and gets drawn towards a deadly Cold War secret in this thriller in Clive
Cussler’s #1 New York Times-bestselling series. Dirk Pitt, the director of the National
Underwater and Marine Agency, is on the Black Sea, helping to locate a lost Ottoman
shipwreck, when he responds to an urgent Mayday—“Under attack!”—from a nearby freighter.
But when he and his colleague Al Giordino arrive, there is nobody there. Just dead bodies and
a smell of sulfur in the air. As Pitt and Giordino explore, a blast from the stern scuttles the ship
swiftly, almost taking them with it. The more the two of them search for the secret of the death
ship, the deeper they descend into an extraordinary series of discoveries. A desperate attempt
in 1917 to preserve the wealth and power of the Romanov Empire. A Cold War bomber lost
with a deadly cargo. A brilliant developer of advanced drone technology on an unknown
mission. Modern-day nuclear smugglers, determined Ukrainian rebels, a beautiful antiterrorism agent from Europol—all will combine to present Pitt with the most dangerous
challenge of his career. And not only Pitt. His two children, marine engineer Dirk and
oceanographer Summer, are exploring a mysterious shipwreck of their own, when they are
catapulted into his orbit. The three of them are used to perilous situations—but this time, they
may have found their match.
Clive Cussler's fifth Oregon Files novel, Plague Ship, pits Juan Cabrillo against a deadly
adversary. In a Norwegian glacier during World War Two a Nazi officer makes an extraordinary
discovery - the most legendary ship of all time . . . Sixty years later Juan Cabrillo and the crew
of the Oregon - a top secret state of the art military vessel disguised as a heap of junk - reap
the terrible rewards of this find. In the Persian Gulf they encounter a cruise ship full of the dead
and the dying. While attempting a rescue, the stricken liner erupts into a fireball. Cabrillo
escapes with his life, and one survivor. When Cabrillo decides to probe deeper into this
mystery, he finds a powerful cult obsessed with the end of the world. It is a discovery that sees
the Oregon and her crew racing against time to prevent a sinister madman from using the
secrets of the past to to destroy the future . . . Plague Ship is a high-stakes, high-seas
adventure you won't be able to put down. The number-one bestseller Clive Cussler, author of
the thrilling Dirk Pitt novels Arctic Drift andValhalla Rising, and co-author Jack Du Brul are back
with their most exciting Juan Cabrillo assignment yet in the fifth novel of adventure series The
Oregon Files, Plague Ship. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail 'The
guy I read' Tom Clancy
Mirage is the new heart-in-the-mouth adventure thriller in the Oregon Files from Clive Cussler.
October 1943. A US Navy warship vanishes at sea off the coast of Philadelphia. Its
disappearance was rumoured to have been a result of a classified military experiment into the
effects of electromagnetic radiation. The story has long since been considered a hoax. But
Juan Cabrillo and his colleagues aboard the top-secret spy ship Oregon aren't convinced.
Now, a powerful new weapon is for sale - one linked to genius inventor Nikola Telsa, who was
working with the Navy when he died in 1943. Was he responsible for the original Philadelphia
experiment? Are his notes in the hands of his enemies? As Cabrillo and his crew race to
unearth the truth they discover that stakes are dangerously high. And it may already be too late
. . . Offering an irresistible combination of breakneck pace and audacious plotting that Clive
Cussler has made his own, Mirage is state-of-the-art action-adventure. The ninth title in the
Oregon Files series, it is preceded by The Jungle and The Silent Sea. Praise for Clive Cussler:
'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail 'The Adventure King' Sunday Express 'Clive Cussler is the
guy I read' Tom Clancy
An exhilarating new adventure in the bestselling Oregon Files series. For six novels, Clive
Cussler has brought readers into the world of the Oregon, a seemingly dilapidated ship on the
outside, but on the inside packed with sophisticated equipment, and captained by the rakish,
one-legged Juan Cabrillo. But the Oregon's seventh adventure is its most remarkable yet. On 7
December 1941, four brothers exploring a shaft on a small island off the coast of Washington
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state make an extraordinary discovery, only to be interrupted by news of Pearl Harbour. In the
present, Cabrillo, chasing the remnants of a crashed satellite in the Argentine jungle, makes a
shocking discovery of his own. His search to untangle the mystery leads him, first, to that small
island and its secret, and then much farther back, to an ancient Chinese expedition, and a
curse that seems to have survived for over five hundred years. If Cabrillo's team is successful
in its quest, the reward could be incalculable. If not . . . the only reward is death. Praise for
Clive Cussler: 'Clive Cussler is hard to beat.' Daily Mail 'The guy I read.' Tom Clancy 'No holds
barred adventure.' Daily Mirror Visit clivecussler.com.au for more Sign up to the Cussler Down
Under e-newsletter
An ancient curse... A prize beyond imagination... Juan Cabrillo will face one to win the other.
A century apart, Dirk Pitt and Isaac Bell team up to unlock the truth about the most famous
maritime disaster of all time. In the present day, Dirk Pitt must make a daring rescue from
inside an antiquated submersible in the waters around New York City. His reward afterwards is
a document left behind a century earlier by legendary detective Isaac Bell--a document that reopens a historical mystery... In 1911 Colorado, Isaac Bell is asked to look into an unexplained
tragedy at Little Angel Mine, a disaster in which nine people died. His dangerous quest to
answer that riddle leads to a larger one centered on a rare element with extraordinary powers
and of virtually incalculable value. As he discovers that there are people who will do anything
to control the substance, Isaac Bell will find out how far he'll go to stop them.
THE THRILLING SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER FEATURING DETECTIVE ISAAC BELL
FROM THE GRAND MASTER OF ADVENTURE, CLIVE CUSSLER 'The Adventure King'
SUNDAY EXPRESS 'Nobody does it better . . . nobody!' STEPHEN COONTS _________
Detective Isaac Bell's wife has said that he is always in the wrong place at the right time. This
is certainly the case when Bell thwarts the attempted assassination of a United States Senator
shortly after meeting the man. This heroic rescue is just the start of the mystery for Bell, who
suspects that the would-be assassins have a much larger and more dangerous agenda - one
involving the nearly constructed Panama Canal. While the Senator supports the building of the
canal, there are many, including a local Panamanian insurgency known as the Red Vipers,
who never want to see its completion. With millions of dollars and the fates of two nations at
stake, Bell heads to Panama to find answers. After a deadly bombing at the canal's
construction site, he is determined to stop the insurgents - or whoever is funding them - before
they can attack again. With all the wild imagination, breakneck pace and non-stop action that
Clive Cussler has made his own, The Saboteurs offers entertainment on a grand scale.
_________ PRAISE FOR CLIVE CUSSLER: 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail 'Just about the
best storyteller in the business' New York Post
Juan Cabrillo returns in Clive Cussler's Corsair, the sixth novel in the Oregon Files. Off the
coast of Somalia a battered, old freighter is boarded by pirates whose sights are set on a hefty
ransom . . But these pirates have made a mistake. For this rusting freighter is none other than
Juan Cabrillo's secretive, state-of-the-art fighting ship Oregon. And Cabrillo is about to turn the
tables on a deadly Somali pirate captain. One spectacular battle later and Cabrillo finds himself
embroiled in an even tougher assignment. The US Secretary of State's plane has crashed on
its way to a summit in Libya - and she is missing. Cabrillo is the only one who can find her. But
his search quickly involves a lost ancient jewel and a murderous plot by terrorists intent on
plunging the world into chaos ... The number-one bestseller Clive Cussler, author of the
thrilling Dirk Pitt novels Arctic Drift andTreasure of Khan, and co-author Jack Du Brul pit hero
Juan Cabrillo and his crew against pirates and terrorists in the sixth novel in the Oregon Files
adventure series, Corsair. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail
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